
Rooftop Nights
Design Capsule S/S 21: Young Men

Warmer weather will drive a shift from cosy cut-and-sew layering to
relaxed woven separates for indoor-to-outdoor outfitting
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Action Points
The need for versatile casualwear is more apparent
than ever. Youth's approach to eveningwear is
now expected to carry them from day to night and 
bring an element of outdoor life and party spirit
inside and uploaded online.

1. Reinvigorate woven separates with bold print
narratives, as #abovethekeyboarddressing and
social media visibility is valued by the youth
customer.

2. Optimise and extend the life of your fabric and
print buys by creating matching set combinations
with the pyjama shirt and drawstring short,
enabling customers to buy-into a head-to-toe look.

3. Enhance a #latenightlounge party sensibility
and introduce a higher-priced item into your range
with luxe silky shirting.

4. Keep track of youth culture drivers such as
viral TikTok content, inspiring streetwear brands
such as Supreme and new directions in Gen Z
Male Streetwear Tribes.

Bo d ega

https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22abovethekeyboarddressing%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22latenightlounge%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86446/page/10
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86193/page/1
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Why? Whether it's dressing up for online
chats, TikTok posts or for a chill outdoor
hangout, cater to a casual youth culture
that seeks a vibrant, relaxed wardrobe that
exudes a comfortable coolness, while bold
enough to stand out online.

How? Focus on familiar, commercial
silhouettes that market a sense of
interchangeability, especially in the short-
sleeve shirt. Explore and invest in print
narratives that will deliver newness.
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Maximise the use of bold prints to bring
together woven separates and create a
cohesive range narrative. This presents
customers with a head-to-toe outfitting
opportunity and prompts the purchasing of
additional items to achieve the full look.

Look back to The London Print Design Fair or
our S/S 21 Key Prints & Graphics report for
further inspiration. Additionally, tap into youth
cultural drivers such as the Zentrepreneur and
photo-printed shirts that reflect the visuals in
gaming culture.

Set Dressing

Bape
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@par iafarzaneh We Are Brain Dead

4 2 4  o n Fair fax

https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86805/page/1
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/85564/page/1
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86193/page/11


Approach the pyjama shirt as a canvas for
playful, bold prints and graphics that fuzes
inspiration from streetwear, surfwear and
gaming's Glitch Camo. High-shine silks and
wovens also elevate the item to luxe
#latenightlounge dressing.

Prioritise a comfortable, relaxed fit with
dropped shoulder lines and elongated
sleeve lengths, allowing for versatility and
a unisex customer base. Explore details
such as piping, contrast stitching and print
panelling for a fashion-forward take.

Bold Pyjama
Shirt

Carhart t  WIP

E nd  Clo thing
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Bo ld  Pyjama Shir t

V Man

https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/85564/page/8
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22latenightlounge%22%5D%7D


Practicality and comfort come together in
the familiar drawstring short, with utility
pockets allowing the customer to travel
bag-free and with a street-appropriate
#elevatedutility.

A relaxed, basketball short-style shape is
key, with piping details and pockets adding
structure and weight to the garment. Look
to innovative materials such as eco-tech
fabrics to bring an aspect of athleisure and
performancewear.

Drawstring
Short
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New Balance
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Drawst r ing Sho rt
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22:%5B%22elevatedutility%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86324/page/15


Introduce a party shirt concept with silk
materials that offer your customer a luxe
alternative to the standard dress shirt. Like
the pyjama shirt, retain a comfortable
fluidity in the garment that speaks to a
#softmasculinity look.

Manipulate the bias of the fabric and the
natural sheen of silky wovens such as
Lyocell to accentuate the drape and
movement of the shirt. Look to our S/S 21
Textile Sourcing Guide for further
inspiration and supporting data.

Silk Shirt
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Silk Shir t
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22softmasculinity%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86446/page/4
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86446/page/1


Inspired by classic skater trouser shapes,
fuze the comfortable, sporty elements of a
trackpant with casual durable plains to
create a versatile #futurecommuter look.

Feature a drawstring waist and a relaxed
wide-leg trouser shape for ease. Explore a
point of luxe and dressiness with suiting
sheen that can shift the narrative to a
#latenightlounge look.

Cropped
Trouser

O ff  Duty
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https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86324/page/12
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22futurecommuter%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86446/page/5
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22latenightlounge%22%5D%7D


Design lightweight summer outerwear with
a hybrid approach, executed via the use
of natural tech materials or street style's
favourite bandana print with clean-cut,
tailored silhouettes.

Reinvent the concept of the overshirt with a
sportswear filter. Explore functionality here
with utilitarian hardware, placed pockets
and a zip-front. Add a detachable hoodie
for a younger look, #futurecommuter
convertibility or a weatherproof sensibility.

Shirt Jacket

@zny_ wo r ld wid e
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Shir t  Jacket
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https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86446/page/7
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/85564/page/5
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22futurecommuter%22%5D%7D


Bold Pyjama Shirt

Drawstring Short

Silk Shirt

Shirt Jacket Cropped Trouser

Range Plan



Influences

The Hype House LA
The leading Gen Z content creator
collective, the casts' personal styles
encapsulate the youth market's approach
to casual dressing for an uploaded life.

1

Supreme
Keep an eye on Supreme, as its
innovative brand collaborations and
graphic designs continue to inspire
and infiltrate the commercial market.

2

Carhartt WIP
Look at how heritage skater
brands update their hero items
with bold prints and artist
collaborations to reflect the
current energy of youth culture.

3

https://www.instagram.com/thehypehousela/
https://www.supremenewyork.com/
https://www.carhartt-wip.com/en

